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ENHANCING CAPABILITY  
THROUGH EXACTING PURPOSE
As we prepare for 2022 and beyond, we’re proud to look back  
at the positive responses to the last three seasons of new 
product releases under our refreshed Studies and Observations 
Group ethos. This coming year, we’re strengthening our 
position ever further, with a collection that delivers precise 
solutions for problems our users have asked us to apply our 
unique way of thinking to. The result is a highly capable and 
purposeful collection. 

In SOG’s early years, we led the way with premium, precisely crafted 
edged tools. Those early SOG knives all originated from the same, 
grounded, place: they were made to deliver a solution that exceeded 
expectations. A trusted companion that enabled preparedness. 

Anyone that’s paid attention to our evolution in the past year  
will know we’ve been looking back to inform us as we step into  
the future. We will never give up on that founding tenet of SOG:  
To deliver on the promise of providing enhanced capability, no 
matter who we make our gear for or what situation they encounter.  
This brings us to our newest releases. Enhanced functionality and 
focus are the core of these new products. Each doubles down on 
delivering on the specific reason and use-case we’ve developed 
them for. Not a single product is without significant layers of SOG 
innovation, be it in evolved mechanism design, material 
advancements, construction architecture, carry methods or 
combinations of all of these.

Our first key release is Altair. It’s named after the brightest star  
in the constellation of Aquila used for celestial navigation.  
In XR and FX forms, they’re both lightweight, minimalist, and 
highly functional solutions that are the outcome of interviews with 
ultra-light backpackers and outdoor adventurers. As such, the 
Altair Family serves as a guide to where we are headed with our 
outdoor gear. You can read more about what shaped the decisions 
around Altair on page 4 onwards.

Our best-selling Aegis AT line gets a couple of upgrades, as well 
as an extra family member with Aegis FX. This is a fixed blade 
that takes elements of our folder, but with a focus on bushcraft 
and survivalist tasks. The result is an adaptive sheath system and 
a comfortable and accommodating ergonomic handle purposefully 
designed for cutting, chopping, drilling and slicing, see page 10. 

One-Zero is our expression of what has traditionally been called a 
‘gentleman’s knife’. In a category dominated by ‘form-over function’, 
we chose to lead, not follow, in redefining it. The One-Zero family 
provides those that want a lower-vis solution or are after a more 
precise and premium edged tool that matches their personal style 
— at zero compromise to their capability. You can read more about 
One-Zero, including how it got its name, on page 14.

The culmination of 35 years of learning, we’ve christened our 
latest professional fixed blade with a legendary title, Recondo FX.  
A full-sized duty knife with a specially designed and textured 
handle, precisely ground blade, and a unique sheath system.  
We haven’t simply folded some Kydex and called it a day. Instead, 
we’ve created a carry system that ensures optimal interoperability 
between knife, sheath, and tool. To discover more about the steps 
we went through to develop Recondo FX, see page 22.

Additionally, we are expanding our incredibly popular Light 
Edition treatment to our Professional line-up, with Vision XR LTE 
and Pentagon XR LTE dropping weight thanks to carbon fiber 
construction. We’ve also added a compact multi-tool to our  
Daily selection line-up and Flash family with Flash MT.

The 12 new releases this season are built with reverence and 
respect to the original principals put into place by our founder 
Spencer Frazer more than 35 years ago. We’re proud of where  
we came from. We are equally proud of where we’re going.

Thank you for your ongoing support and feedback, we look 
forward seeing your response to the next steps in SOG’s journey.  

Jonathan Wegner, VP Brand
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CHANGE 
REACTION
It’s been a full year since we unleashed 
our refreshed vision for SOG’s brand and 
unveiled our updated product lineup.  
The best way to summarize our efforts  
of the past 12 months is through the  
words of those we make our products for. 

Here’s some feedback to SOG’s brand 
and product refresh directly from our 
customers and media. 

PRAISE FOR THE NEW SOG

“SOG long has been a viable player in the production  
knife market and the new refresh elevates the company 
even further.” 
October 2020

“It’s been a while since we got excited about a folding knife 
from SOG. But the Washington state-based company 
recently gave its pocketknives a face-lift, and now we’re  
as giddy as schoolgirls.” 
January 2021

“Refocusing the brand was a three-part process …  
The result of this three-step plan? A rebirth of the SOG brand, 
with a handful of exceptionally competitive new knives.” 
March 2021

“SOG quit playing around and started making  
excellent knives.” 
May 2021

PRAISE FOR NEW PRODUCTS

“SOG isn’t exactly what it used to be...and that’s a  
good thing. The Pentagon XR is a prime example of 
how the company has remade itself in the past year  
by refocusing on functionality over flash, and quality 
of products over quantity of sales.” 
Spring 2021

“It’s getting to the point now that I recommend SOG 
knives first when people are looking for knives under 
a hundred bucks, because the XR-Lock is such an 
excellent solution to the age-old problem — it’s secure, 
fast, safe, ambidextrous, and fun to operate.”  
May 2021

“The SOG Terminus XR LTE is a truly outstanding knife, 
a knife that is hard to flat out beat on the current 
market, and the culmination of SOG’s slow but now 
triumphant return to knife relevancy.” 
February 2021
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PRAISE FROM USERS

AEGIS AT
“This is one of the best knifes I own! I bought it on a whim, 
and I love it. The blade is super sharp and strong. I have put 
it through the ringer of abuse, and it’s held its edge. Buy this 
knife because you won’t regret it!”

FLASH AT
“The Flash mechanism is great, almost scary fast. Hang on!! 
Blades holds a nice edge; the finish is super durable.  
Thick robust shape to the blade, max legal size.  
Bought two for my boy and me. No regrets, my new EDC!”

TRIDENT AT
“Seems very sturdy and well built. Locks feel very secure  
and smooth. Blade locks out solid as a rock. Edge on knife 
is amazing!”

KIKU XR
“You guys have always made good knives, now, you are 
making great knives! Way to go. At a time when everyone’s 
quality is going down for profit, yours went up!”

VISION XR
“This is the best folding knife I’ve ever owned! SOG must 
have taken a lot of time with design and engineering 
developing this knife. Every detail is addressed ...”

ULTRA XR 
“Great EDC knife! It’s the lightest EDC knife I could find that 
wasn’t tiny or extremely expensive. Plus, it has a good 
designer steel. What’s not to like?”

SEAL XR
“Outstanding equipment from a great company whom, over 
the years had lost their way a bit, but has definitely won 
back my confidence in the brand. Premium materials and 
perfect ergonomics has me intrigued to buy and try the 
rest of the XR brand.“

SOG-TAC XR
“I recently purchased the SOG-TAC XR blackout which 
arrived today in the post. My first thought out of the box 
was wow, this thing is a beast! I could not believe how 
rock-solid the knife felt in my XL hand using a 4-finger grip 
with room to move. Perfect EDC size and weight!”

TERMINUS XR LTE
“It changed the way I looked at SOG as a whole as before 
I bought this, I always just kind of looked at SOG as a BS 
cheap knife company, but their more quality knives I now 
completely respect. “

From verified reviews. Comments have been edited for length.

PENTAGON OTF
“Let me tell you, the hype is all real… I am amazed that 
they are bringing a knife this good, at the $350-400  
price point. This knife feel’s like it should cost 2x the price. 
Really, it is that good!”
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At SOG, in both our engineering team’s 
walks with nature and in long, layered 
conversations with hikers, climbers,  
and campers we received more insight 
than we were originally seeking as we 
set out to build the perfect knife for 
outdoor adventures. And that’s a very 
good thing.

The result has delivered the new Altair –  
a lightweight, compact, and adaptable 
knife family available in 2022, in both XR 
folder and FX fixed–blade configurations. 
It is the manifestation of lessons learned 
in the mountains and hatched from 
ideas shaped under wide–open skies.

“We knew we had to reach a broad range 
of outdoor enthusiasts,” said Ariella 
Halevi, a hiker, backpacker, and camper 
who was part of the SOG engineering 
team that brought Altair to being. “For 
me, I knew having a strong knife that 
didn’t take up a lot of space in a pack or 
pocket and that was incredibly light was 
where we needed to start.”

Halevi’s insider knowledge was key to the 
start of Altair. From there, SOG enlisted 
the help of a number of “subject matter 
experts,” — people who spend copious 
amounts of time outdoors — looking for 
feedback and opinions.

“We quickly found out a couple of things,” 
said Chris Cashbaugh, SOG’s Senior 
Director of Product Strategy. “First, hikers 
and backpacker generally have a little 
bit of apprehension with knives.  
There is some discomfort there.  
Second, there is a lot of inadequate 
cutlery equipment out there that’s 
marketed to these users, which further 
compounds the first problem.”

Backpackers, said Cashbaugh, seem put 
off by current knives as they can appear 
overly aggressive and ‘tactical’ in their 
design.  Additionally, backpackers are 
rarely talked to when knives are developed, 
and the end result are tools that fulfill no 
specific purpose in hiking activities.

Fueled by that knowledge, SOG’s design 
team made the first order of business the 
construction of a small, lightweight knife 
family fully capable of handling the varied 
demands of bushcraft. Both XR and FX 
versions benefit from skeletonized liners 
or handles, as well as a flexible design 
that allows for customization of how 
the knife is carried, another key insight 
from our conversations. The addition of 
comfortable (and removeable) handles 
and a minimalist sheath for the fixed–
blade model layered on the functionality.

Halevi pushed the team to keep the 
design simple and clean, not something 
that would fill with dirt, mud or  
pine needles. Adding color was a must, 
too, as SOG drove the color design to 
feel even more in line with other outdoor 
hiking gear.

“What we ended up with,” said Halevi,  
“is a knife I will use without hesitation 
whenever I head outside. I’m incredibly 
proud of what we accomplished.”

ALTAIR: LESSONS  
LE ARNED FROM  
THE MOUNTAINS

“IN EVERY WALK WITH NATURE,” WROTE FAMED NATURALIST AND 
AUTHOR JOHN MUIR, “ONE RECEIVES FAR MORE THAN HE SEEKS.”

ORIGIN STORY

Ariella Halevi, Mechanical Design Engineer



A MINIMAL ANIMAL
Saving space and weight, the skeletonized 
Altair FX comes with a minimalist sheath 
that makes lightweight and functional carry 
a priority. Customizable for a wide variety of 
carrying options, there’s nothing big and  
bulky here.

ALTAIR FX
FIXED BLADE KNIFE
Go far and go fast with Altair FX,  
a lightweight, modern and versatile 
fixed-blade knife.
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Altair FX is a lightweight, compact CRYO CPM 154 steel  
fixed-blade knife for those who thrive while off the beaten path.  
Loaded with innovation, featuring a comfortable, textured, 
fastener-free removeable GRN handle and a host of carrying 
options thanks to SOG’s configurable Universal Mounting System 
compatible sheath. It’s a multi-functional and adaptable knife 
prepared to explore the outer limits.

A boundary-pushing knife, Altair FX delivers a light and  
fresh approach to reliable and versatile fixed knives. 

WEIGHT

SHEATH MATERIAL

GRNHANDLE TI-NI / BEAD BLASTFINISH

OVERALL LENGTH

2.6oz/74g

GRN

STEEL CPM 154

7.6in/192mm

BLADE LENGTH 3.4in/86mmMK1SERIES
CONFIGURATIONS UPC MODEL # PACKAGING

Squid Ink Black 729857013581 17-79-01-57 Pres Box

Canyon Red 729857013598 17-79-02-57 Pres Box

Field Green 729857013604 17-79-03-57 Pres Box

Clips onto  
belt or  
straps

UMS compatible

MOLLE 
compatible

CRYO CPM 154 stainless steel 
blade with skeletonized tang

Ambidextrous  
carry design

Removable handle 
with fastener-free

design

Titanium Nitride coating  
or bead blast finish

FIELD GREEN

CANYON REDSQUID INK BLACK

CARRY YOUR WAY
Altair FX sheath is minimal, yet highly 
configurable, with open slots for on-the-fly 
installation to pack straps or belts, multiple 
mounting points for the included belt clip,  
and the ability to change the mounting angle, 
or be used with our other UMS solutions.

SHED THE SKIN
One of the innovations on Altair FX are 
fastener-free handle scales that don’t 
require a dedicated tool for removal.  
These handles clip through the  
skeletonized tang underneath.

STUDIES A
N
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ALTAIR XR
FOLDING KNIFE
Ready to go fast and far, Altair XR 
is a superlight, modern and capable 
folding knife.

RIGID HANDLE DESIGN
SOG utilizes rigid steel liners beneath 
the handle scales to mitigate flex and 
deliver extra sturdiness. The liners 
are skeletonized, which helps keep 
the weight of the knife down to easy-
carrying levels.

INTO THIN AIR
Outdoor knife users demand that every 
ounce and every bit of space be intentional. 
Altair XR weighs in at just 1.9 ounces.  
With an ultra-thin handle, Altair XR can 
disappear into your pocket, or your gear, 
until the moment you need it.
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Designed for those who push the boundaries, the superlight  
Altair XR with CRYO CPM 154 steel and SOG’s super strong  
XR locking mechanism is filled with innovation. Including 
concealed fastener handle design, skeletonized liners, and 
swappable lanyard loop and pocket clip that allows for easy 
carrying in the woods, at camp or wherever the adventure unfolds.

With SOG’s patented XR Lock, Altair XR is an innovative,  
superlight, compact and easy carrying folder ready for  
exploring uncharted territory.  

CONFIGURATIONS UPC MODEL # PACKAGING

Squid Ink Black + Stone Blue 729857013628 12-79-01-57 Pres Box

Canyon Red + Stone Blue 729857013635 12-79-02-57 Pres Box

Field Green + Stone Blue 729857013642 12-79-03-57 Pres Box

FIELD GREEN + STONE BLUE

CANYON RED + STONE BLUESQUID INK BLACK + STONE BLUE

Lightweight design  
1.9 ounces/54 grams

Reversible 
deep-carry 
pocket clip

Hidden fastener 
handle design

CRYO CPM 154
stainless steel blade

Ambidextrous 
XR Lock

Swappable lanyard 
loop or pocket clip

Durable GRN 
handle

Titanium Nitride coating  
or bead blast finish

WEIGHT

GRNHANDLE TI-NI/BEAD BLASTFINISH

BLADE LENGTH1.9oz/54g

CLOSED LENGTH 4.0in/102mm

STEEL CPM 154

OVERALL LENGTH 7.2in/183mm

3.2in/81mmMK1SERIES

CARRY YOUR WAY
Swappable spacer on the spine 
accommodates a pocket clip or 
can be exchanged for a dedicated 
lanyard loop. This allows the 
lightweight Altair XR to be carried 
or stowed in any manner you see fit.

CLEAN AND SMOOTH
The innovation begins in the GRN handle.  
Altair XR’s clean, minimalist look is a result  
of a unique concealed-fastener design,  
removing areas that would otherwise rub,  
loosen, or collect dust and mud. 
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AEGIS FX
FIXED BLADE KNIFE
At home on the trail, beside the  
fire or camping, Aegis FX is a  
go-to bushcraft stalwart.

INTENTIONAL GRINDING 
The 4116 Krupp stainless steel blade’s 
modified Scandi grind is purposefully 
designed to facilitate bushcraft.  
It’s versatile, strong and easily  
sharpened in the field.
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WEIGHT

SHEATH MATERIAL

GRN / TPUHANDLE TI-NIFINISH

OVERALL LENGTH

4.7oz/133g

GRN

STEEL CRYO KRUPP 4116

8.8in/223mm

BLADE LENGTH 3.7in/93mmMK1SERIES

FOREST + MOSS

RESCUE RED + INDIGO BLACK + MOSS GREEN

INDIGO + ACID

DROP POINT UPC MODEL # PACKAGING

Indigo + Acid Yellow 729857013468 17-41-01-41 Peg Box

Indigo + Acid Yellow 729857013475 17-41-01-57 Pres. Box

Forest + Moss Green 729857013482 17-41-02-41 Peg Box

Forest + Moss Green 729857013499 17-41-02-57 Pres. Box

Rescue Red + Indigo 729857014144 17-41-03-41 Peg Box

Rescue Red + Indigo 729857014151 17-41-03-57 Pres. Box

Black + Moss Green 729857014168 17-41-04-41 Peg Box

Black + Moss Green 729857014175 17-41-04-57 Pres. Box

Aegis FX is an intrepid and reliable knife meant to play an integral 
role in any outdoor adventure. Its full-tang CRYO 4116 Krupp 
stainless steel blade is corrosion resistant and persistently holds 
its edge. Its adaptable Universal Mounting System compatible 
sheath allows for multiple carrying options. Features a GRN handle 
with an overmolded rubberized grip area for increased comfort 
even with multiple different hand grips. Don’t be fooled: the simple 
design undersells its breadth of uses. 

A full-tang CRYO 4116 Krupp stainless steel blade and a 
customizable sheath makes Aegis FX a versatile fixed-blade  
knife for resourceful outdoor users. 

Large lanyard
loop handstop

CRYO 4116 Krupp
stainless steel

Full tang
construction

Overmolded 
rubberized 

grip area

Clips onto to 
belt or straps

UMS
compatible

MOLLE
compatible

KNOW WHEN 
TO HOLD ‘EM
Fixed blades spend most of their 
time inside a sheath. That’s why 
SOG introduced the UMS sheath.  
It allows for on-the-go 
repositioning, utilizing the open 
slots that allows customizable 
mounting to packs, belts or a 
MOLLE panel with the included clip. 

GET A GRIP
Aegis FX’s ergonomic handle is 
made of glass reinforced nylon with 
a rubberized TPU overmold in the 
front grip area. It allows for multiple 
comfortable hand positions for 
cutting, drilling, chopping and other 
similar tasks.
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AEGIS AT
ASSISTED OPEN FOLDING KNIFE
Designed for outdoor users, Aegis AT features 
ambidextrous rapid blade open, with an ergonomic 
handle and grip pattern for comfortable use.
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Aegis AT is easy to carry, with a highly functional 3.1 inch 
cryogenically heat-treated tool steel blade. Its powerful XR locking 
mechanism also features solid built-in blade locking safety.  
The tanto blade is optimized for tasks that include penetrating 
cuts through harder material and precise slicing. The next 
evolution of the legendary Aegis.

Features rapid blade open with ambidextrous assisted opening  
AT-XR Lock, ergonomic handle and grip pattern for comfort,  
and a cryogenically heat-treated D2 tool steel blade.

GRN TI-NI

SERIES WEIGHT

CLOSED LENGTH

HANDLESTEEL FINISH

OVERALL LENGTH

BLADE
LENGTHMK3 4.6oz/129g

5.0in/127mm

CRYO D2

8.1in/206mm

3.1in/79mm

FOREST + MOSS

RESCUE RED + INDIGOBLACK + MOSS GREEN

INDIGO + ACID

DROP POINT UPC MODEL # PACKAGING

Indigo + Acid 729857011051 11-41-03-41 Peg Box

Indigo + Acid 729857011068 11-41-03-57 Pres. Box

Forest + Moss 729857011075 11-41-04-41 Peg Box

Forest + Moss 729857011082 11-41-04-57 Pres. Box

TANTO UPC MODEL # PACKAGING

Rescue Red + Indigo 729857013383 11-41-08-41 Peg Box

Rescue Red + Indigo 729857013390 11-41-08-57 Pres. Box

Black + Moss Green 729857013406 11-41-09-41 Peg Box

Black + Moss Green 729857013413 11-41-09-57 Pres. Box

Forest + Moss Green 729857013857 11-41-13-41 Peg Box

Forest + Moss Green 729857013864 11-41-13-57 Pres. Box

Indigo + Acid Yellow 729857014199 11-41-14-41 Peg Box

Indigo + Acid Yellow 729857014205 11-41-14-57 Pres. Box

CRYO D2 steel 

Assisted-open 
AT-XR Lock

Ambidextrous   
spine-mounted safety

Durable GRN 
grip texture

Reversible pocket clip

Large lanyard  
loop handstop

SHAPING UP 
This year, we introduce a tanto blade option to 
the adventuring Aegis AT. This popular blade 
profile delivers precise, penetrating cuts through 
harder materials and allows for accurate slicing.

EXPANDING PALETTE
Color can act as an expression of individuality.  
This year we add Rescue Red with Indigo Blue 
touch points and Black with Moss Green touch 
points to bring variety to the Aegis lineup.
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ORIGIN STORY

While Wegner, the Vice President of 
Brand for SOG, was out for a drive along 
the shores of Washington’s Puget Sound, 
it hit him. 

“I pulled over and called Josh to tell 
him to take a look at the dynamic 
lines and refined cabin of a modern 
sports car. Look at its sleek, yet elegant 
purposefulness. And think of the other 
objects that might sit alongside its keys, 
a pen, a leather wallet, a minimalist 
phone case.” Wegner said. “That’s what 
we we’re aiming for. That’s where we 
wanted One-Zero to live.” 

Josh Buesseler is a Seattle-based 
industrial designer, who has worked 
closely with Wegner as the company has 
relaunched its brand by invigorating and 
upgrading its knife offerings.

“That connected it,” Buesseler said.  
“It really focused us on making something 
that was understated without making it 
feel diminutive. There is a touch of the 
exotic and elegant, but it comes down 
to performance. I don’t think we went 
off the deep end of design by looking at 
other objects that live in that space.” 

With the character now defined,  
Buesseler and Wegner set about shaping 
this pocketknife. This one had some 
attitude and a sublime sense of power.  
A handsomeness and precision.  
But above all, it had to be useful.  
SOG doesn’t make knives destined to  
live out their lives in display boxes.  
SOG produces knives that are fully 
intended to be used. Like an everyday 
sports car, One-Zero was not made to  
be kept under a cover, it was made to  
be driven. 

“There are a lot of knives in this category 
that are really nothing more than fancy 
letter openers,” Wegner said. “But we 
couldn’t redefine that type of knife 
by taking our historical knowledge of 
oversized combat knives. We had to 
rethink everything.” 

And the philosophy of a sportscar 
provided the perfect starting point for 
that new way of thinking. 

One-Zero takes its name from the  
MACV-SOG units that patrolled southeast 
Asia during the Vietnam War. Leaders of 
the special forces reconnaissance teams 
were designated as the “One Zero”.  
Packed with innovations and reimagined 
purpose, One-Zero seems destined to 
take its place as a leader of SOG’s daily 
product line-up.

As a whole, One-Zero is unlike anything 
SOG has put forward before, yet it drips 
with SOG’s familiar design elements 
and incorporates SOG’s leading-edge 
technologies like the super strong  
XR Lock. And while it’s elevated in terms 
of price by SOG standards, it’s nowhere 
near the cost of a customized, bespoke 
knife.

“One-Zero is proving out what a mass-
produced knife can be in terms of 
quality,” said Wegner. “Yes, it makes for a 
compelling daily carry and the end user 
will appreciate that. For us it came down 
to establishing that we can do things the 
rest of the industry isn’t doing, and we 
can do it at a price point the rest of the 
industry can’t hit.”

All that from looking at the inside of  
a sports car?

“Inspiration is where you find it,” said 
Wegner, “and One-Zero provides an 
inspiration for the vision of where we  
are going in the future.”

ONE-ZERO: 
DRIVING THE DESIGN 
OF THE NEXT 
MODERN CLASSIC
JONATHAN WEGNER COULD FEEL IT. HE COULD DESCRIBE IT. HE JUST NEEDED TO SHOW 
WHAT HE WAS LOOKING FOR TO AID HIS EXPLANATION OF HIS CONCEPT FOR THE NEW 
ONE-ZERO KNIFE FROM SOG.
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Jonathan Wegner, VP of Brand

Josh Buesseler, Lead Industrial Designer



RECALIBRATING THE POSSIBLE
With a precise and detailed approach to both design 
and innovation, One-Zero resets the standard of what 
a cultured and refined folding knife can be. We took 
a capability-first approach, adding innovations that 
deliver a wholly modern take on an everyday carry.

LAYERS OF SOPHISTICATION
We paid extra attention to the details on the entire 
knife. We’ve added an engraved spine, metal 
lock caps, a gold halo around the pivot point 
and a hidden fastener in the blade recess for the 
swappable deep-carry pocket clip.

CUTTING THE LINES
One-Zero features fluid and confident lines that 
supply a sublime aesthetic. The handle is sculpted 
aircraft-grade aluminum, and our new hidden 
fastener design keeps the handle scales free of 
distractions and clutter.

A STUDY IN CONTRAST
The 3.1-inch CRYO CPM S35VN blade features a 
unique two-tone contrasting surface finish, available 
in either natural polish or black chrome.
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With a precise and detailed approach to  
design and innovation, One-Zero XR is the  
leader of the pack. 

A sublime and powerful daily carry, One-Zero XR occupies a 
leadership role in SOG’s selection of folding knives. With its 
super strong XR Lock providing smooth and reliable blade lock-
up, it’s much more than a handsome face. It features two-tone 
contrasting polished CRYO CPM S35VN steel, fluid, yet confident 
lines, with sculpted aircraft-grade aluminum handle. Made for 
those who demand quality and precision, it’s a knife precisely 
designed to exceed expectations. aluminum handle. 

Blending premium materials with precise design, One-Zero XR  
is a sleek, sophisticated folding knife delivering confidence in a 
detailed and powerful package.

CONFIGURATIONS UPC MODEL # PACKAGING

Black + Black Chrome 729857014304 12-73-03-57 Pres Box

Smoke Gray + Polished 729857014373 12-73-04-57 Pres Box

White + Black Chrome 729857014380 12-73-05-57 Pres Box

WEIGHT

ALUMINUMHANDLE TI-NI/POLISHEDFINISH

BLADE LENGTH3.9oz/110g

CLOSED LENGTH 4.7in/120mm

STEEL CPM S35VN

OVERALL LENGTH 7.8in/199mm

3.1in/79mmMK1SERIES

BLACK + BLACK CHROME SMOKE GRAY + POLISHED

WHITE + BLACK CHROME

ONE-ZERO XR
FOLDING KNIFE

SMOOTH AND STRONG
Using our proven and super strong XR Lock 
design, One-Zero XR delivers a confident, 
consistent lock-up. The mechanics of the 
XR Lock allow two ways to open, using the 
thumb hole or pulling back on the slider.

Reversible 
deep-carry 
pocket clip

CRYO CPM S35VN  
stainless steel blade

Two-tone
blade finish

Aluminum handle 
with hidden 

fastener design

Ambidextrous 
XR Lock
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WEIGHT

CLOSED LENGTH

GRNHANDLE CERAKOTEFINISH

OVERALL LENGTH

8.1oz/230g

5.3in/135mm

STEEL CPM S35VN

9.2in/233mm

BLADE LENGTH 3.9in/98mmMK1SERIES

CRYO CPM S35VN
stainless steel

Glass reinforced 
nylon handle

Ambidextrous 
XR Lock

Reversible
pocket clip

Kick opener

BLACK

CONFIGURATIONS UPC MODEL # PACKAGING

Straight Edge 729857011457 12-21-02-57 Pres Box

Partially Serrated 729857013666 12-21-05-57 Pres Box

PROFESSIONAL INSIGHT
Tested in some of the most demanding conditions 
and remote locations around the globe, SEAL XR was 
developed as a hard-use duty knife with insight and 
testing from Special Operations users.  

UNPARALLELED STRENGTH
SOG’s reliable and powerful XR Lock is tested to stay open 
with more that 2000 pounds of pressure. It provides the 
ultimate built-in blade locking security when open and 
ensures the knife only opens when intended.

A hard-use, large format folder. Fully ambidextrous 
design, SEAL XR uses a CRYO CPM S35VN steel 
blade and locks open with the secure XR Lock.

Designed and optimized in consultation with professional users, 
the USA made SEAL XR provides the feel and functionality of a 
fixed SEAL knife on a large folder frame. Built with a GRN handle 
and CRYO CPM S35VN steel blade, it’s an extremely durable knife 
with high corrosion resistance and edge retention. With the ultra-
strong XR Lock, it’s fully ambidextrous and quick and smooth to open.  

Large format knife for professional users. Features rapid 
ambidextrous opening, a strike point on the GRN handle and 
American-made S35VN steel. 

SEAL XR
FOLDING KNIFE

Partially serrated now available



ULTRA XR XHP
FOLDING KNIFE
Upgraded materials and carry options on 
Ultra XR continue to push the boundaries of 
this lightweight, slim and discreet design.  
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PUT IT ALL ON BLACK
With forged carbon fiber handles and black 
satin titanium nitride hardware, this sleek, 
updated version gets the blackout treatment. 

CLIP OPTIONS
Responding to requests from users, we’ve added 
two clip options to this updated version: A larger 
money clip or a smaller, low-vis pocket clip.
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The combination of a forged carbon fiber handle with a  
CRYO CTS XHP Titanium Nitride coated blade provide Ultra XR 
with an upgrade to the next level, especially in a much-requested 
blackout finish. Doubling down on keeping things on the down-
low, this Ultra XR comes with a smaller titanium pocket-clip that 
can be easily swapped out with the full-sized money clip. Ultra XR 
features smooth ambidextrous single-handed opening, making 
Ultra XR the ultimate low-key in versatility.

Slim minimalist design featuring XR Lock, CRYO CTS XHP steel 
blade, forged carbon fiber handle, titanium pocket or money clip 
options, and a super-slim profile.

BLACKOUT

CONFIGURATIONS UPC MODEL # PACKAGING

XHP Blackout 729857013352 12-63-05-57 Pres Box

WEIGHT

CARBON FIBERHANDLE TI-NIFINISH

BLADE LENGTH1.2oz/34g

CLOSED LENGTH 3.6in/92mm

STEEL CTS XHP

OVERALL LENGTH 6.4in/163mm

2.8in/71mmMK2SERIES

Forged carbon 
fiber handle

Ambidextrous 
XR Lock

CRYO CTS XHP 
stainless steel

Swappable pocket
and money clips

Lightweight design  
1.2 ounces/34 grams



FLASH MT
MULTI-TOOL
For companies like SOG it is the ability to think, design 
and deliver products that are a bit different that fuels 
long-standing relevancy. For instance, we’ve been 
making multi-tools since 1991, and from the very start 
the mission was not to compete head-to-head with other 
makers. It’s what birthed Compound Leverage and allows 
SOG to remain a player in multi-tools.

“I know in talking with our founder, Spencer Frazer, that 
right from the start the idea wasn’t to compete directly 
with Leatherman.” said Beren McKay, Vice President  
of Product Development and Innovation at SOG.  

“They started this category before any of us, and they 
make great tools, but our purpose was to look at multi-
tools in a different light and try to deliver something 
more focused, and more innovative.”

Enter the Flash MT, a new-for-2022 addition that comes 
with decidedly SOG-inspired spin on the multi-tool. 

You might notice that the Flash MT shares a name with 
one of our best-selling knives, Flash, an everyday carry 
stalwart that is now available as the assisted opening 
Flash AT. 

“We’ve grouped some of our knives by family,” said McKay. 
“But this is the first time we’ve taken the soul of a knife 
and applied it very specifically to something else.”

Like the Flash knife, the Flash MT is designed specifically 
for everyday carry. The multi-tool has seven tools, all 
chosen specifically to tackle the little jobs that come 
up in the course of a day. Like Flash AT it comes with 
a splash of color (Civic Cyan) with a comfortable 
rubberized handle design. Most importantly, though, it 
incorporates what McKay calls a “blade forward design.”

The assisted opening D2 blade, said McKay, represents 
a different approach to the multi-tool for SOG.  

“We’re also focused on the pocket-ability of the tool,” 
said McKay. “We want this to be a go-to tool for folks 
who want a solution to life’s everyday situations that 
has a little more versatility than a just a knife or a 
multitool with 20 plus components. Flash MT is all 
about focused balance.”  

Beren McKay, VP Product Development and Innovation 
Chris Cashbaugh, Sr. Director of Product Strategy
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FLASH MT IS A STREET-SMART MULTI-TOOL THAT BOASTS 
EVERYDAY CAPABILITIES IN A COMPACT PACKAGE.

For those who value daily readiness, the versatile Flash MT 
provides an understated and highly functional solution. Its unique 
stainless-steel housing holds seven tools, and the plier head uses 
SOG’s trademark Compound Leverage. SOG’s team heaped special 
attention on the assisted opening CRYO D2 steel blade, making it 
more practical than most multi-tool knives. It’s a modern styled 
multi-tool that’s a breeze to carry and use all day, every day.

Seven tools and an assisted-opening blade make Flash MT  
a capable, yet compact, daily carry solution

CONFIGURATIONS UPC MODEL # PACKAGING

Silver + Black 729857011037 29-55-01-41 Peg Box

Urban Gray + Cyan 729857011044 29-55-02-41 Peg Box

URBAN GRAY + CYAN SILVER + BLACK

WEIGHT

CLOSED LENGTH

STAINLESS STEELHANDLE BLACK OXIDE        FINISH

OVERALL LENGTH

4.7oz/133g

3.4in/87mm

STEEL CRYO D2

5.6in/141mm

BLADE LENGTH 2.4in/60mmMK1SERIES

Compound Leverage pliers

Wire cutter

Magnetic bit holder

CRYO D2  
clip point blade

Large flat head 
screwdriver

Bottle
opener

Two ended 4mm 
bit included  
Phillips and 
flathead

POCKET-SIZED, BIG POTENTIAL
Made for everyday carry, Flash MT is compact,  
but with SOG’s award-winning Compound Leverage 
pliers it’s the right size to be perform a wide 
variety of tasks.

FLASH BLADE
The nicely proportioned, assisted opening  
CRYO D2 blade can be opened with one hand  
using SOG’s assisted open technology.

LUCKY SEVEN
Flash MT is comes with the right 
tools to tackle common daily 
task, seven of them, to be exact. 
Included: Compound Leverage 
pliers, wire cutter, magnetic bit 
holder, bottle opener, large flat 
head screwdriver, two-ended 
4mm Phillips and flathead bit 
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If we had to boil the story of our new Recondo FX knife down to a length 
designed for Twitter it would be: Sometimes, to figure out where you’re 
going, you have to understand where you’ve been.

Recondo FX represents the next step in SOG’s warfighter lineage. It’s a 
fixed blade designed for use as a hard–duty knife — exactly the kind of 
knife we’ve been making for decades. But it’s far from the same old,  
same old. The 21st century Recondo represents a turning point in SOG’s 
fixed blade knives.

First, a quick look back. SOG was started in 1986 by Spencer Frazer with one 
knife: A Bowie–style fixed blade that paid homage to the knives used by 
the Military Assisted Command – Vietnam Studies and Observations Group 
that served in the jungles of Southeast Asia in the 1960s and early 1970s.  
MACV–SOG was a clandestine, classified U.S. unit and was expected to 
operate with the lowest profile possible. SOG members sourced their 
equipment from outside the normal procurement procedures of the U.S. 
military, and their knives were of Japanese origin. The knife Frazer made in 
1986 was his take on that knife used by MACV–SOG teams.

Six years later, SOG’s SOG Seal Team 2000 emerged after an intense 
testing period in 1992 to become standard issue for U.S. Navy SEALs. 
That effort proved SOG’s commitment to professional tools for military 
use and helped solidify the company’s place with uniformed users.

In 2000, SOG introduced its first version of the Recondo – a large,  
fixed blade duty knife. Its name came from the Army’s Recondo 
School that taught strategy and tactics to members of long–range 
reconnaissance teams who were required to embark on prolonged 
patrols deep in enemy territory.

“The original Recondo was a premium knife,” said Chris Cashbaugh, SOG’s 
Senior Director of Product Strategy. “But we filled the line–up around it 
with various styles of the SEAL knife and it was eventually pushed aside.”

Until a couple of years ago, that is, when SOG’s product team began 
looking for ways to modernize and develop their vision for what a fixed 
blade duty knife should be.

“We took a circuitous route to get back to the Recondo,” said Beren McKay, 
Head of Product Development and Innovation. “We went back to early SOG, 
then we looked at our SEAL knife family. We eventually came to the Recondo, 
it hit us we could do some innovations around the intent of that knife.”

The design team re–imagined the handle, using glass reinforced nylon 
and a softer rubber to allow for optimal grips and various angles — 
working up and testing more than 10 different grip textures before settling 
on the most effective pattern. They used CRYO 440C stainless steel 
that’s easy to field sharpen and resists corrosion. But some of the more 
significant updates were left to the sheath.

“A knife spends most of its life in its sheath, but for a lot of knives  
the sheath is minimally acceptable and often an afterthought,”  
said Cashbaugh.

Recondo’s sheath is fully compatible with SOG’s Universal Mounting 
System, is ambidextrous, can be configured for optimal on–body carry, 
on a bag or with a MOLLE system and has an easy–to–adjust tool–less 
tensioner that allows for a customized draw strength. 

“We spent a lot of time getting the sheath to be something both unique 
and functional,” said Cashbaugh. “What we arrived on resets the 
expectations for both a professional duty sheath and a knife.”

RECONDO FX
 FIXED BLADE KNIFE
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FDEBLACK

CONFIGURATIONS UPC MODEL # PACKAGING

Black - Straight Edge 729857014335 17-22-01-57 Pres Box

Black - Partially Serrated 729857014342 17-22-02-57 Pres Box

FDE - Straight Edge 729857014359 17-22-03-57 Pres Box

FDE - Partially Serrated 729857014366 17-22-04-57 Pres Box

WEIGHT

GRN / TPUHANDLE TI-NIFINISH

BLADE LENGTH5.3oz/149g

SHEATH MATERIAL GRN

STEEL CRYO 440C

OVERALL LENGTH 9.6in/244mm

4.6in/117mmMK1SERIES

RECONDO FX IS AN AGILE FIXED-BLADE DESIGNED TO 
DELIVER ON ACTIVE DUTY, RECONDO FX IS AS CAPABLE  
AS IT IS TOUGH

A wholly modern fixed-blade duty knife, Recondo FX can trace 
its warfighter lineage back to the origins of SOG. The overmolded 
rubberized grip allows for optimal hand grips at all angles in virtually 
all environments. The full-tang CRYO 440C stainless steel blade has 
outstanding corrosion and wear resistance. SOG’s UMS-compatible 
sheath is ambidextrous and provides multiple mounting options 
and features a tool-less tension adjustment system allowing for 
the perfect draw. Versatile and adaptable, the whole world serves as 
Recondo FX’s drop zone.

Making for a confident carry for the elite user, Recondo FX  
carries, handles and cuts the way you need it, every time,  
wherever it’s deployed.

GRIPPING DETAILS
Recondo’s ergonomically designed rubberized 
handle is purposefully textured to keep your 
hand in place, however you hold it, and allows 
for optimal hand grips at a variety of angles in 
virtually all conditions.

MISSION-ADAPTIVE SHEATH
Designed to work with SOG’s UMS accessories, 
Recondo’s ambidextrous sheath is highly 
versatile and easily adaptable to fit the user’s 
mission needs, allowing for customization of 
carry method, angle and grip orientation.

CHOOSE YOUR DRAW
The tension adjustment system incorporated 
in the GRN molded sheath can be calibrated 
without the need of additional tools to allow 
the user to customize the perfect draw. 
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Full tang
construction

TiNi Coated Cryo 
440C  stainless steel

Overmolded
rubberized 

grip area

UMS compatible
sheath

Drop leg and
UMS Clip Included

MOLLE
compatible
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PRO XR  
LTE SERIES
Carbon fiber liners significantly reduce 
the weight, while SOG’s XR Lock enables 
smooth ambidextrous single-handed 
opening in three different ways with 
distinguishably solid blade-lock once open. 
The next level of enhanced capability, 
backed by SOG’s proven pedigree.

Featuring lightweight components, 
ambidextrous smooth open and solid 
locking XR Lock, CRYO CTS XHP stainless 
steel blades, and ultra-grip G10 handles 
for enhanced control.
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WEIGHT

CLOSED LENGTH

G10HANDLE TI-NIFINISH

OVERALL LENGTH

3.5oz/98g

4.7in/118mm

STEEL CTS XHP

8.0in/204mm

BLADE LENGTH 3.4in/86mmMK2SERIES

RED + BLACK BLACK + GRAPHITE

CONFIGURATIONS UPC MODEL # PACKAGING

Black + Graphite 729857013246 12-57-07-57 Pres Box

Red + Black 729857013253 12-57-08-57 Pres Box

EVERY OUNCE COUNTS
When every piece of gear needs to be carefully 
considered for your loadout, SOG’s LTE knives free up 
precious weight. As important: They deliver full-size 
capability without compromise of strength or power.

CRYO CTS XHP
stainless steel

Tanto blade

Ambidextrous 
XR Lock

Lightweight
carbon fiber liners

Reversible
pocket clip

Ultra-grip  
G10 handle

CRYO CTS XHP
stainless steel

Wide spear 
point blade

Ambidextrous 
XR Lock

Lightweight
carbon fiber liners

Reversible
pocket clip

Ultra-grip  
G10 handle

Kick opener

Kick opener

SERIES WEIGHT

CLOSED LENGTH

G10HANDLE TI-NIFINISH

OVERALL LENGTH

BLADE
LENGTHMK3 3.2oz/90g

4.77in/121mm

STEEL CRYO CTS XHP

8.38in/213mm

3.6in/92mm

BLACK + GRAPHITEBLUE + BLACK

CONFIGURATIONS UPC MODEL # PACKAGING

Black + Graphite 729857013284 12-61-05-57 Pres Box

Blue + Black 729857013291 12-61-06-57 Pres Box

VISION XR LTE
LIGHT EDITION FOLDING KNIFE

PENTAGON XR LTE
LIGHT EDITION FOLDING KNIFE
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LIGHT EDITION (LTE)
Utilizing high-strength carbon fiber components, 
SOG’s LTE knives provide the best of both worlds 
— the benefit of a full-sized knife and a lightweight 
construction you can trust. 
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